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Project overview & updates
¤ ApJL paper in press, but on hold until we have press release approval

¤ Thanks everyone for helping to push the paper out in short time 
(Sanjay and Shi and for prompt analysis of GMRT/Parkes data)

¤ Timing update, Pdot (710 sigma), position to subarcsecond level 

¤ Other offshoots: GMRT & Parkes proposals for the upcoming 
semester (both accepted, with full allocation)  

¤ Observing update: the fourth campaign on the telescope last Friday!

¤ Window of opportunity arose with the delay in MWAX hardware 
procurement (and the array reconfiguration to compact) 

¤ rapid development over the past week, multiple unknowns (e.g. 
1PPS not coming through, vcs04, 3-4 receivers PPDs etc)

¤ convergence by last Friday, just made it to shared risk proposal 
deadline (COB Monday!) 
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Data collection & Quality checks

2018B
2019B

2020B

Pulsar #1 after ~1% data processed, 5% sky searched to~30% of sensitivity
Currently just “shallow, first pass” survey (OzSTAR), DMs up to 250 pc cm-3 

3 PB of VCS data (2018-2021) ~585000 beams ~7000 kSU for processing

2020A

2021A
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Plans and work ahead for 2021A
¤ Shared risk proposal in for 2021A (mid-June onward…) for doing 

¤ Science commissioning of the new HTR mode 

¤ Advancing (completion) the survey data collection (the final 
observing campaign), but under shared risk time... 

¤ MWAX/HTR mode and the impact on software/processing chain 

¤ New data format, new signal path, and new sub-system (VCS)

¤ Major changes to the front-end parts (calibration + tied-array 
beamformer)

¤ Commissioning team: Bhat, McSweeney, Swainston, Smith, Xue
(MWAX system commissioning will be led by Randall Wayth) 

¤ Sammy to oversee the system overhaul & software changes for 
the new HTR mode (not just for the SMART survey), and will be 
the Project Scientist for the SMART survey.  
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MWAX/HTR commissioning
¤ Shared risk proposal (G0057) for commissioning goals + the fifth 

survey campaign 

¤ Primary objectives: 

¤ New data format and beamformer, time stamping and frequency 
labelling, timing stability, polarimetric verification and leakage, 
calibration and full coherent beam sensitivity, timing checks, etc. 

¤ Secondary goals (under G0057): voltage dump/buffer modes (will be 
pursued via the G0034 project), correlation/imaging of VCS data 

¤ Targets: J0034-0721, 1752-2806, 2241-5236, 0437-4715, 2145-0750, 
0628-28, 0737-40, 0740-28, 1749-28, J0036 (new pulsar), MSP 0034: 
short to medium/long observations (i.e. 5 min to 80 min) 

¤ Timeline (projected): mid-June to Aug/Sept, but it all depends…. 

¤ If all goes well, the fifth survey camapign (shared risk) in Sept-October 


